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Alistair's life is never quite the same again after the day an elephant follows him home from the zoo..
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With a degree in fine arts, Marilyn Sadler assumed she would be an illustrator. But when early in her
career she was presented with an opportunity to write, she seized it and quickly discovered that she
had found her true love. No sad, sappy stories for her, however. She likes to make herself laugh,
and with that her characters usually end up looking pretty silly for one reason or another.

Her first childrenâ€™s book featured a fastidious little English boy named Alistair Grittle and was
originally created for the English publisher, Hamish Hamilton, as well as for Simon & Schuster in the
United States. Having created a boy with such perfect behavior, she then turned her attention to a
not so perfectly behaved little boy. His name was P.J. Funnybunny, and he has existed in a series of
books for Random House, including the highly prestigious Dr. Seuss Cat In the Hat series.

Between 1999 and 2004, The Disney Channel produced three Original Movies based on her book,
"Zenon, Girl of the 21st Century". Each of Disneyâ€™s Zenon movies had exceptionally high
ratings, with Zenon, Girl of the 21st Century and Zenon the Zequel among the highest rated shows
in the history of The Disney Channel.

Marilyn Sadler is a children's writer[1] with a deadpan sense of humor. She was born November 17.
One of her best known works was made into a television Disney movie, under the title Zenon: Girl of
the 21st Century. That book is about a space girl who is sent to earth and the cultural clashes she
finds in her new planet. Subsequently, two additional Zenon films were made, Zenon: The Zequel
and Zenon: Z3.

Other books written by Marilyn Sadler include It's Not Easy Being a Bunny, P.J. Funnybunny Camps
Out and HoneyBunny Funnybunny, "The Parkeet Girl", "The Very Bad Bunny", "Honey Bunny
Funnybunny", "Money Money Honey Bunny", "Honey Bunny's Honey Bear", "PJ The Spoiled
Bunny", "PJ Funnybunny's Bag of Tricks", "Bedtime for Bunnies", "PJ Funnybunny and His Very
Cool Birthday Party", "Knock Knock It's PJ Funnybunny", "Elizabeth and Larry", "Elizabeth Larry and
Ed", "Bob and John at Lake Kitty Paw Paw", "Bob and John in Bad to the Bone", "Chuck Wood and
the Woodchucks in The BIg Game".

Life is indeed very rationally ordered for this half-pint, prematurely aged fellow. Then one Saturday,
after his ritual trip to the zoo, an elephant follows Alistair home. Alistair is, of course, derailed from
his routine sense of things , but is still in control - if a bit flustered, because he doesn't have time for
a pet, even one that is ''most extraordinary.''

Because the zookeeper claims no elephant is missing, Alistair is forced to endure this friendly
intrusion, and so we get a glimpse of Alistair's ''human'' side. The big beast needs love and
attention, so Alistair tries to teach him how to behave - with some positive results. But eventually
Alistair takes him back to the zoo, and feels ''very happy to be going home to his quiet, tidy room
where at last he could get some work done.'' But alas, this time he notices something very tall and
spotted following him - and once again the incipient demand for love and attention threatens to
usurp Alistair's way of life.

Though this classic comedy situation has clear potential, the author doesn't adequately mine it; the
reader sees no real softening of Alistair, and feels no real empathy for what the elephant sees in the
boy. The whole encounter seems strangely inconsequential. Still, some children may be amused by
Alistair's humorless cuteness. Others may find more fun promised than is actually delivered.


